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A MECHANISM-BASED APPROACH FROM LOW CYCLE FATIGUE TO
THERMOMECHANICAL FATIGUE LIFE PREDICTION
Xijia Wu and Zhong Zhang
National Research Council Canada
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A 0R6

ABSTRACT
Deformation and damage accumulation occur by fundamental dislocation and diffusion mechanisms. An
integrated creep-fatigue theory (ICFT) has been developed, based on the physical strain decomposition rule that
recognizes the role of each deformation mechanism and thus relate damage accumulation to its underlying physical
mechanism(s). The ICFT formulates the overall damage accumulation as a holistic damage process consisting of
nucleation and propagation of surface/subsurface cracks in coalescence with internally distributed damage/
discontinuities. These guiding principles run through both isothermal low cycle fatigue (LCF) and
thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) under general conditions.
This paper presents a methodology using mechanism-based constitutive equations to describe the cyclic stress
strain curve and the non-linear damage accumulation equation incorporating i) rate-independent plasticity-induced
fatigue, ii) intergranular embrittlement, iii) creep and iv) oxidation to predict LCF and TMF lives of ductile cast iron
(DCI). The complication of the mechanisms and their interactions in this material provide a good demonstration
case for the model, which is in good agreement with the experimental observations.
NOMENCLATURE
ac—critical crack length;
d—cellular cell size or grain size;
da/dN—crack growth rate;
D—internal damage factor;
E—elastic modulus;
h—newly-formed oxide scale thickness per cycle;
k—parabolic oxidation constant;
KIC—fracture toughness;
N—cycles to failure;
Nf—mechanical fatigue life;
Y—crack shape factor;
α— coefficient of thermal expansion;
ε—total strain;
ε'f—fatigue ductility;
εth—thermal strain;
εp—plastic strain;
εv—creep strain;
η—constraint ratio;
σ—stress.
INTRODUCTION
Thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) is the major failure mode of engineering components such as gas turbine
nozzle guide vanes, blades, and automotive exhaust manifolds, etc. operating under thermal-mechanical loading. It
is a great challenge for component designers to predict the component TMF life based on limited material testing
data, since the combinations of thermal and mechanical loads, with or without superimposed dwells, in service are
often more complex than the laboratory test environment. Factors such as temperatures (maximum, minimum, and
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range), mechanical strain range and strain rate, and thermal-mechanical phase angle could all influence the TMF
behavior of a material. It would be quite expensive to perform an exhaustive test matrix to evaluate the effects of all
these factors, but it is important to understand them in engineering design. Therefore, it is desirable to develop
physics-based methods that warrant TMF life prediction with the knowledge obtained from simple standard tests and
the ease of implementation in the finite element method (FEM) for component analysis.
TMF stress analysis and life prediction need to employ constitutive and damage equations covering a plethora
of deformation mechanisms operative over the temperature range of application. It has been recognized that rateindependent plasticity proceeds by crystallographic slip, which leads to fatigue crack nucleation and propagation
under cyclic loading; whereas dislocation climb plus glide results in creep, which produce internally distributed
damage in the form of creep cavities and grain boundary microcracks etc. [1-4]. For understanding the physics of
failure, it is important to relate the accumulation of specific damage with respect to its underlying deformation and
damage mechanism. The overall damage accumulation can be considered as a holistic process consisting of
nucleation and propagation of surface/subsurface fatigue cracks in coalescence with internally distributed damage or
discontinuities as promoted by creep/dwell and intergranular embrittlement [5, 6].
In this regard, the unified constitutive theory [7, 8] formulates deformation as a total viscoplastic quantity with
no delineation of mechanism-strains. Continuum damage mechanics [9, 10] employs a damage parameter ω with
values from 0 to 1 to represent the material’s damage state with no specification of intragranular or intergranular
failure. The linear summation rule [11] is often used to account for damage accumulation involving multiple damage
mechanisms, but it is lacking a physical basis.
This paper uses the integrated creep-fatigue theory (ICFT) [4-6] to analyze the LCF and TMF behaviors of DCI
at different strain rates from 0.0002/s to 0.02/s in the temperature range from room temperature (RT) to 800oC. It
emphasizes life prediction with quantitative delineation of all the contributing deformation/damage mechanisms. It
proves that ICFT can not only provide an accurate description of the macroscopic constitutive and life behaviors
with respect to the dominant mechanisms, but also sheds light to material design choices, thereby
limiting/suppressing the undesired material failure mode.

THE THEORETICAL FORMULATION
By physical strain decomposition, the total strain is the sum of elastic strain, plastic strain εp and viscous (creep)
strain ε v, as:


     p   v
(1)
E


Rate-independent plasticity with kinematic and isotropic hardening follows the classical constitutive theory:

  0 

 K 

n

p 

(2)

where n and K are temperature-dependent material constants, σ0 defines the initial yield surface.
Creep deformation can be further decomposed into intragranular deformation (ID) and grain boundary sliding
(GBS) [12, 13], but here considering that DCI contains a cellular network of eutectic phase of (Fe, Mo, Si) C along
the grain boundaries, which suppresses GBS, only the power-law creep is manifested:

v  A m

(3)

where A is an Arrhenius constant, and m is the power-index.
Both plasticity and creep algorithms are adopted by commercial FEM software such as Abaqus and MSC.Marc.
Hence, the material coupon behavior can be simulated using a one-element FEM model, and mechanism-strains are
obtained from the output.
Considering the holistic damage accumulation process as nucleation and propagation of surface/subsurface
fatigue cracks in coalescence with internally distributed damage, the overall damage accumulation rate, da/dN, has
been derived as [5]:
 da   da  
da
 D 
 
 
dN
 dN  f  dN  ox 

(4)

where (da/dN)f is the fatigue contribution, (da/dN)ox is the oxidation contribution; D is the knockdown factor by
internally distributed damage; when multiple forms of internal damage/discontinuities are present, D can be
expressed as:
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where li is the internal crack/cavity size and λi is the inter-spacing of the ith component of damage.
For DCI, two types of internal damage have been included in Eq. (5): i) intergranular embrittlement (IE) at
medium temperature ~400oC, and ii) nodular void growth by creep, such that (for details, see [6]):

D 1

d



   v

(6)

where d is the eutectic cellular size, λ is its thickness, ϕ is the intergranular embrittlement factor, and β is the nodular
void growth factor.
Finally, when the dominant crack grows to a critical crack length, ac, fracture occurs. Integration of Eq. (4) in an
average sense leads to:
1
h 
 1
 D
 
(7)
N
 N f a c 
where h ( h  2k ,  is the cycle period) is the thickness of newly-formed oxide scale per cycle, and the critical
crack length is defined by fracture mechanics, as:
2


1 K
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In Eq. (7), the fatigue life follows the Coffin-Manson relationship (related to pure plasticity) as:

 p
2

  f N f c

(8)

(9)

The damage accumulation equation, in the context of Eq. (7), implies the physical rationale that fatigue damage
proceeds by plasticity via irreversible slip, while creep and IE produces internally distributed damage. Particularly,
creep deformation arises mainly due to dislocation climb that releases pile-up dislocations at the obstacles in glide,
and because of the random nature of vacancy flow, dislocation climb would ease slip concentration, thus not directly
contributing to fatigue damage. Then, Eq. (7) naturally encompasses both transgranular (mechanical fatigue) and
intergranular (IE and creep) fracture.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1) LCF
The cyclic stress-strain curves of DCI at various temperatures are shown in Figure 1, in a normalized fashion.
The plasticity constants K and n were determined at room temperature (RT), and they were used to evaluate
plasticity at other temperature conditions (note that K is proportional to the elastic modulus as implied in the
Ramberg-Osgood relationship). It turned out that deformation at 400oC was also predominantly rate-independent, as
exhibited in the tests and evaluated using the model. The cyclic stress-strain relationships at 600oC and 800oC
exhibited significant rate-dependency, and the model describes that by incorporation of power-law creep. It can be
seen that deformation of DCI at high temperatures >600 oC proceeds predominantly by creep without hardening.
Then, the question is what are the respective contributions of plasticity and creep in LCF life?
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Figure 1. Cyclic stress-strain curve for DCI at a) RT, b) 400 oC, c) 600oC, and d) 800 oC.
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Figure 2. LCF life vs. the total strain amplitude for DCI.
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The observed LCF life behaviour (symbols) and model description (lines) under various test conditions are
shown in Figure 2, in a normalized fashion. For RT-LCF, Eq. (7) reduces to the Coffin-Manson relationship, Eq. (9),
because IE (), creep (v) and oxidation are all null. At 400oC, the fatigue life was significantly reduced by IE,
almost uniformly at all strain levels, because  reached its maximum and the fracture surfaces predominantly
consisted of grain boundary facets [6]. What is interesting is that at high temperatures (>600 oC) the material
exhibited cross-over behaviour relative to the RT curve, and the LCF life at 800oC was consistently higher than that
at 600oC. These phenomena could not be explained by the conventional damage summation rule. First of all, if the
total inelastic strain (plasticity plus creep, or the viscoplastic strain in the “unified” sense) were responsible for
fatigue, then by reasoning with the Coffin-Mansion relationship, LCF at higher temperature would always have a
shorter life than at lower temperature, because at the same total strain level inelastic strain contribution would
become larger as the elastic strain was reduced. Second of all, the linear damage summation rule would infer that
LCF at high temperatures involving creep and oxidation would have shorter life than that at RT, because those
contributions would add positively in a linear fashion. The ICFT describes these phenomena with quantitative
delineation of the creep-plasticity interaction in a non-linear fashion. The onset of creep deformation taking over
plasticity does not directly contribute to fatigue, but rather has an effect to enlarge the internal damage of the
material. Furthermore, the onset of creep lowers the flow stress, which enables the coupon to tolerate a longer crack,
according to Eq. (8). Then, the competition of oxidation and creep is in play, as the ratio h/a c matters for hightemperature LCF. The intricate fatigue-creep-oxidation interaction may be better summarized in the LCF mechanism
map, as shown in Figure 3 of life fractions (N/Nf for fatigue, and Nh/ac for oxidation) vs. the homologous
temperature (T/Tm, where Tm is the melting temperature in Kelvin). The circle-connected curves show the overall
effect of the internal damage factor D. At temperatures below 250oC, it virtually has no effect, while the total life is
almost exclusively comprised of mechanical fatigue by rate-independent plasticity. As temperature increases, the
effect of IE increases sharply, reaching a maximum at ~400 oC. Above 400 oC, the effect of internal damage is
gradually taken over by creep, and at the same time the oxidation life fraction, Nh/a c, rises up to dominance.
Interestingly, Nh/a c approaches a constant level as temperature increases at a given cyclic strain level. The LCF
mechanism map basically indicates that a material exhibiting clean creep (producing minimal cavities) and having
good oxidation resistance will have an enhanced LCF resistance at high temperature. The LCF map provides a
quantitative means for performance optimization in material design and life prediction.
2) TMF
One type of TMF experiment is to control mechanical strain and temperature independently but with a phase
angle  between the two loading waves. Out-of-phase (OP, =180 o) TMF resulted in hysteresis behaviours as
shown in Figure 4a for DCI in the temperature range of 300-800 oC. The ICFT model not only simulates the stressstrain behaviour but also delineates plastic and creep strains, as shown in Figure 4a and 4b. As expected, creep
deformation dominated during the “hot” part of the cycle in compression, and plastic strain arose during the “cold’’
part of the cycle in tension. The two components add up as the total inelastic strain, in good comparison with the
experimental observation. In-phase (IP, = 0 o) TMF resulted in hysteresis behaviours in the reverse sense of OP for
DCI in the same temperature range, as shown Figure 5a and 5b.
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Figure 3. LCF mechanism map for DCI at strain rate of 0.02/s.
Another type of TMF experiment is the constrained TMF, where only temperature is controlled and deformation
is constrained at a constant constraint ratio  as defined by



 th   tot
 th

(10)

The constraint ratio is a thermal-structural property that reflects the constraint of thermal expansion due to
thermal gradient and structural design. The hysteresis behavior of DCI under 100% constraint TMF with a dwell
period of 1 min. in the temperature range of 160-600oC is shown in Figure 6a, and the accumulation of plastic and
creep strains during this TMF cycle is shown in Figure 6b. Again, the ICFT simulation describes well the
hysteresis behaviour, as well as the strain accumulation with time.
In actual engineering components, materials are subject to various degrees of constraint. By nature, the
constrained mechanical strain is out-of-phase with the thermal loading. If mechanical loading is also applied
independently, the thermomechanical cycle can be quite complicated. Therefore, it is important to faithfully simulate
the deformation and life behaviours and damage modes for all TMF combinations. The mechanism-based approach
offers the solution.
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Figure 4. The hysteresis behaviour, a) and b) strain accumulation during OP-TMF in the range of 300-800 oC.
For TMF life prediction Eq. (7) also holds valid, except that the IE factor  is taken by average, and the oxide
scale thickness h is evaluated by integration over the TMF cycle period. In addition, there is generally a mismatch
stress between the oxide scale and the base metal. By strain compatibility, the thermal mismatch modified substrate
stress is given by:

s 

Es
[  fEox ( s   ox )(T  Tr )]
fEox  (1  f ) Es

(11)

where σ is the specimen nominal stress; Tr is the reference temperature at which the oxide forms without mismatch;
Es and Eox, and αs and αox are the elastic modulus and the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the substrate
(DCI) and the oxide, respectively; and f is the areal fraction of the oxide. Evidently, under isothermal conditions, the
mismatch is always zero, because T = Tr. However, under TMF conditions, the effect becomes maximal for out-ofphase (OP) TMF, since the film forms at “hot” temperatures but breaks in “cold”; whereas it becomes minimal for
in-phase (IP) TMF, since the film-breaking temperature is the same as the formation temperature.
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Figure 5. The hysteresis behaviour, a) and b) strain accumulation during IP-TMF in the range of 300-800oC.
By mechanical and metallurgical arguments, alternating plasticity contributes to fatigue, but only forward creep
strain (proceeding towards tension from the previous deformation state) facilitates void growth. Figure 7 shows the
model prediction in comparison with the experimental TMF life: the correlation is within ±2 scatter band, which is
typical of material fatigue properties. The ICFT model offers TMF life prediction with quantitative delineation of the
roles of various mechanisms and factors.
The inferences of the ICFT model may be better understood by viewing the specimen and fracture surfaces of
TMF failed specimens. Figure 8 shows the specimen surface and fracture surface of an OP-TMF specimen failed
with ±0.15% mechanical strain in the temperature range of 450-800 oC. Because of the low strain amplitude, the
model predicted low plastic and creep strains in this case, and life would be mostly limited by oxidation. As seen in
Figure 8b, the fracture surface was totally oxidized. Figure 9 shows the specimen surface and fracture surface of
an OP-TMF specimen failed with ±0.25% mechanical strain in the temperature range of 450-800 oC. In this case,
the high tensile OP stress induced multiple cracks on the specimen surface. The fracture surface had abundant grain
boundary facets, indicating plasticity and IE were the dominant failure mechanism, even though isolated oxides
could also be seen on the fracture surface. Figure 10 shows the specimen surface and fracture surface of an IP-TMF
specimen failed with ±0.3% mechanical strain in the temperature range of 300-800 oC. The fracture surface
contained mostly distorted grain boundary facets and enlarged nodular voids. This observation corroborates with the
large creep deformation, as evaluated by the model. The fracture surface of 160-600oC constrained TMF exhibited a
mixed mode of plasticity-fatigue and IE, as shown in Figure 11, since the temperature range incorporated brittle
failure observed at intermediate temperatures.
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Figure 6. The hysteresis behaviour, a) and b) strain accumulation during constrained TMF with the constraint ratio
of 100% in the range of 160-600oC.
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b)
Figure 8: OP-TMF specimen failed with ±0.15% mechanical strain in the temperature range of 450-800oC: a) the
specimen surface; b) the fracture surface.

a)

b)
Figure 9. OP-TMF specimen failed with ±0.25% mechanical strain in the temperature range of 450-800oC : a) the
specimen surface; b) the fracture surface.
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a)

b)
Figure 10: IP-TMF failed with ±0.3% mechanical strain in the temperature range of 300-800 oC : a) the specimen
surface; b) the fracture surface.

Figure 11. Fracture surface of TMF specimen with a constraint ratio of 100% in the temperature range of 160-600oC.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the integrated creep-fatigue theory (ICFT) has been shown to provide mechanism-based
descriptions of the LCF and TMF phenomena including cyclic stress-strain relationship, hysteresis loop, and life of
DCI at various strain rates from 0.0002/s to 0.02/s, with different loading wave forms and with or without hold, in
the temperature range of RT to 800oC. In particular, four major damage mechanisms are considered in the model: i)
plasticity-induced mechanical fatigue, ii) intergranular embrittlement, iii) creep, and iv) oxidation. The model
provides quantitative delineation of these mechanisms in the overall damage accumulation, and hence it provides
physics-based life prediction with respect to the underlying deformation and damage mechanism. On the contrary,
the linear damage summation rule does not offer a self-consistent explanation of the DCI-LCF/TMF phenomena.
For DCI-LCF, the model predicates that the room temperature LCF life is primarily driven by cyclic plasticity;
but at 400oC, even though the deformation still occurs by plasticity, intergranular embrittlement can dominate the
fracture process, which leads to a significant life reduction. As the temperature is increased above 600 oC, ratedependent stress-strain behaviour can be significantly manifested, such that the cyclic stress is relaxed to allow the
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specimen to tolerate a longer crack to final fracture. Meanwhile, oxidation became the dominant damage
mechanism. The model predicts a crossover-behaviour between room temperature and high-temperature (>600oC)
strain-life relationships, as observed in the experiments.
For TMF, the ICFT model describes the asymmetrical hysteresis behaviour with delineation of plasticity and
creep contributions. It also satisfactorily predicts the TMF life for various phasing TMF cycles with different
waveforms, with or without hold, all based on the aforementioned mechanisms identified from the LCF tests. The
ICFT description is in good agreement with the experimental observations.
In conclusion, the ICFT model provides a comprehensive description of the cyclic stress-strain behaviour, the
failure mode and life of DCI under LCF conditions involving a plethora of damage mechanisms. Most importantly
in the physical sense, it delineates the many faceted roles of plasticity and creep in both stress-strain behaviour and
damage accumulation processes that other existing models and damage rules do not offer. By the generality of its
underlying principles, the ICFT has a wide applicability for metallic alloys and composites. Work is continuing in
the authors’ laboratory on applying the ICFT model to nickel and cobalt base superalloys.
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